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It's time for Aboriginal men to take a stand against violence and the macho man 
image, writes Mick Dodson. 

BEING asked to speak on the position of indigenous men in Australia today, 
particularly in a positive light, is something of a tough call. Perusal of available 
statistics and some of the literature suggests that, generally speaking, we are not 
travelling well. In fact, as men we have been spectacularly unsuccessful in many 
pursuits. 

According to the draft National Framework for Improving the Health and Wellbeing 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Males, we misuse alcohol and other 
substances at alarming rates; our health is deplorable; with an average life 
expectancy of 57  

years, we die 15 to 20 years earlier than our mainstream Australian counterparts. 
Our median age is just 18, compared with 33 for non-indigenous men. Violence is rife 
in some of our communities and we are more likely than women to be the 
perpetrators; we suffer high rates of anxiety, depression and suicide; we are much 
more likely to be imprisoned; we are less likely to be employed or to have post-school 
qualifications; we have lower personal and household incomes. 

On the face of it, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men and, with us, our families 
and communities are the basket cases of Australia. This is a tragedy because far from 
the picture painted we are not all alcoholic and violent gamblers, wasters, deviants 
and criminals. 

I believe these appalling statistics are symptoms of the devastating blow dealt to our 
identity and self-esteem over the past 200 years. As a consequence of historical 
factors including racism, dispossession and the removal of indigenous people from 
their families, many indigenous men are demoralised and confused about their roles 
as fathers, grandfathers, brothers, sons and grandsons. We have gone from warriors 
to victims. This has to change. The blow dealt to us has been crushing but it need not 
be fatal. We must acknowledge our problems and do something about them. 

As an Aboriginal man with considerable life and professional experience, I believe 
the keys to breaking the cycle, rebuilding our self-esteem and spiritual wellbeing, and 
redefining ourselves include acknowledging that the pressures on us throughout 
history have been immense and our mere survival is a significant achievement. But 
we cannot rest there. We have to honestly and unreservedly take ownership of our 
flaws and shortcomings. Violence is never the fault of the victim violence as a 
response to any perceived wrong can never be acceptable. 

We must also remember that the perpetrators are not always other men; sometimes 
we are the perpetrators. In some instances, we have been the "men behaving badly". 
We behave badly by our silence. Saying nothing implicates us with the violence. As 
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David Patterson has said: "Men deny their true feelings and the macho man image 
has prevailed. Men who express their feelings are seen as being less than a man." 

We have to get away from this way of thinking if we are to make any progress in the 
future. We must not pass this on, generation to generation to generation. It's time we 
took a stand. We have to rid ourselves of this false toughness. 

Notwithstanding complicating factors such as diminished life expectancy and high 
levels of incarceration, we must take seriously our responsibility to pass on our 
cultures and traditions down the generations. And we must reject the nonsense that 
violence, the objectification of women and other antisocial behaviours are the 
"Aboriginal way". 

Let's just get this absolutely straight. Violence is not "blackfella way". We simply have 
to stop corrupting our cultures in this way. Culture is a safe sustaining thing, not a 
refuge for cowards nor a site of misery and woe for our women and girls. Women and 
girls are precious to any society. We have to value, appreciate and support them. We 
have to understand their worth to us, not treat them like rubbish. 

Ever wonder why it is that so few women are represented in peak bodies such as 
ATSIC? There are so few women that we are virtually squandering half our human 
talent and resources. The notion that men should lead our organisations and make 
decisions while the womenfolk look after our children, too, is nonsense. 

One thing I cannot emphasise too much is for each of us to understand and accept 
that we are going to need help from each other and from others. If we are able to 
clearly demonstrate our resolve to turn things around, our women will be right there 
behind us with their support. I know they want to help but we have to start helping 
ourselves first. 

We indigenous men have to start trusting each other in a different way. We have to 
start acknowledging the considerable strength and resources we have among us men 
with strong traditional knowledge and/or professional skills. 

We also need acknowledgment of another kind acknowledgment of unacceptable 
behaviour. We simply have to stop excusing abusive behaviour. Don't let this violent 
silence strangle us and who we are or who we know we ought to be. Taking a stand 
means accepting that our actions must be long-range, long-term and takes account of 
our diversity. Remember, a journey never seems as long when you walk it with 
others. 

We need also to work on creating an education system that is more responsive to our 
boys and young men. Better education, qualifications and skills will aid our self-
determination and care for our community. Of course, that alone is not enough: we 
have to play our roles as fathers or uncles or cousins or big brothers telling our young 
men and boys what it means to be accepted as a proper decent functional Aboriginal 
man. 

If we are able to do some or all of these things, we will not just regenerate ourselves 
as indigenous men, but also our families and our communities. 

The challenges are many but we can, again, be warriors. 
 
Dr Mick Dodson is the chairman of the Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre. 
This is an edited extract from a speech he gave at the National Indigenous Men's 
Issues Conference in Coolangatta last Friday. 


